Explanation

What happens during a trance consultation?

Sarah will begin the session by explaining about trance mediumship and what occurs
when she enters the altered state and allows Master Chou to blend with her. She will
tell the client that her face, voice and mannerism change to his, and that he was an
elderly Chinese gentleman with a naughty sense of humour.

Sarah will explain that it is a conversation between you and Master Chou. That you
can interrupt, disagree and ask him to repeat things. It is essential that you
understand what he is trying to tell you. Sarah will turn on the recording device.

Once she is in the trance state, Master Chou will step forward and say hello. He then
likes to hold the client's hands to make a connection to them. Chou will proceed to
scan their aura while applying slight pressure to points on the hands. During the scan,
he will turn the hands over, looking firstly at the palms, then the backs of the hands
and finally returning them to palms down.

Once he has finished the scan (this takes about a minute), he will ask how he can
help? It is now a conversation between you. You can move on another question or
topic when you like, but Master Chou may take you back a bit to ensure you have
understood what he was explaining.

Sarah will have set the alarm to alert him of the time. It goes off twice. The first time
is to let Master Chou know he has ten minutes left, and the second is to tell him the
session needs to end. Master will say goodbye and withdraw, allowing Sarah to
return. She will turn off the recording device and advise when it will be sent.

Differences for Skype:
If you have your session via Skype, Master Chou will take a moment to scan your aura
and ask how he can help. The rest of the session remains the same. Sarah does ask
that you do not hang up Skype until she is back and speak to you.

Due to the nature of Skype, it can experience temporary service interruptions. Sarah
will advise clients that if the service gets cut off, Master Chou will wait a few minutes
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for the client to reconnect. Sarah's Skype will auto-answer; Chou needs to do
nothing. Sadly, if the service is cut off for more than a few minutes, the session will
need to end.
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